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ABSTRACT 
	
 Crustal faults can creep continuously or lock and slip violently producing earthquakes. 
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain this variation in slip dynamics ranging from 
changes mineralogy to the changes in pore fluid pressure or fault normal stresses. As faults 
deform they produce a granular wear material that accommodates the majority of strain. The 
impact of the distribution of the grain sizes in fault rock on slip dynamics of faults has not 
received much attention so far. Here I propose that slip dynamics can be linked to the grain size 
distribution in a fault material and that this may have direct implication for the generation of 
earthquakes.  
In this study, granular assemblages of different grain sizes and grain size distributions are 
sheared. Boundary conditions allow locking and elastic buildup of stress. Tightly packed 
granular systems lock and then dilate locally when sheared. This allows slip and requires rapid 
reorganization of the grains. Larger grains have more and larger slip events than smaller grains. 
When grains have a long axis longer than one tenth the width of the shear apparatus, dilation is 
inhibited by the boundaries of the shear apparatus and the effect of increasing grain size is 
inhibited. When grains of different sizes are sheared together the relative abundance of each 
grain size controls how much it contributes to the shear dynamics of the system.  
Although the experiments are performed in 2D and use uniform grain shapes without 
comminution they have direct implications for natural faults. As fault systems develop over time 
the size distribution of fault rocks and the internal structure of the fault can change. 
Understanding the role of grain size in controlling slip dynamics can help us anticipate the 
evolution of faults
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Crustal faults can slide stably, can be locked most of the time and slip rapidly producing 
earthquakes, and can creep during “slow earthquakes” (King et al., 1973; Linde et al., 1996).  A 
single fault can even exhibit all of these behaviors along its length, as is the case for the San 
Andreas Fault. Weak clay mineralogy and high pore-fluid pressure both have been evoked to 
explain some of this variability in behavior (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Rice, 1992; Schleicher et 
al., 2010, 2012). Differences in granular characteristics such as grain shape, packing density, and 
grain size distribution are another potential cause for the variety of fault behaviors (Byerlee and 
Summers, 1976; Engelder, 1974; Johnson and Jia, 2005; Mandl, 2000). Frictional forces along 
faults breaks wall rock into wear material that ranges from coarse fault breccia to very fine 
ultracataclasite (Killick, 2003; Sibson, 1977; Woodcock and Mort, 2008) that then 
accommodates deformation on the fault.  
Granular materials can exhibit a wide range of behaviors. They can exhibit deformation 
features similar to brittle materials as well as fluids (Andreotti et al., 2013; J. Herrmann et al., 
1998; Jaeger et al., 1996; Jop et al., 2006; Pouliquen et al., 2006; Tordesillas, 2007). Therefore, 
understanding the behavior of granular systems under fault like conditions might provide insights 
for understanding fault mechanics.  
 The mechanics of fault motion can be described with the simplified spring-slider model 
(Figure 1) (Byerlee, 1970; Ruina, 1983; Scholz, 1998), where stable creep, unstable stick-slip, 
and semi-stable oscillatory movement can all be achieved based on changes to normal stress, 
shear stress, spring stiffness, and friction parameters. The differential equation for motion of the 
spring and slider is: 
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m"#$"%# + A "$"% + f "$"% , x, t, + K x − vt = 0																																												(1) 
where m is the mass of the block, A is a damping constant, K is the spring constant, v is the 
pulling velocity on the spring, and t is the time that the spring is pulled. The frictional force, f, is 
dependent on velocity of the block, "$"%, relative displacement, x, and time at rest, t0, (Byerlee, 
1970; Zhang and Whiten, 1996). The dependence of frictional force on relative displacement and 
time at rest is termed “state dependence” and because friction is also dependent on velocity it is 
“rate and state dependent.” While rate and state dependent friction is effective for describing the 
behavior of natural and theoretical systems, the mechanisms for state dependence are not 
thoroughly understood (Byerlee, 1970; Kato and Tullis, 2001; Marone, 1998; Moore and 
Iverson, 2002; Nakatani, 2001; Ruina, 1983). 
Frictional strength of granular materials is given by the Coulomb-Terzaghi equation, 
which linearly relates shear strength, t, to effective normal stress: 
 
               τ = σ − p tanϕ + c,                                                         (2) 
 
where s is the normal stress on the material, p is pore-fluid pressure, f is the angle of internal 
friction, and c is a constant that accounts for cohesion. In the simplest case of a dry cohesionless 
material shear strength is simply equal to normal stress times tan(f). However, this relation only 
accounts for the initial yield of the material and does not explain the evolution of a granular 
system with progressive shear.  
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Figure 1: A) Classical spring and slider model, adapted from Byerlee 1970. B) Spring and slider 
model with the addition of granular material between the frictional surface and the block. 
Adapted from Byerlee 1970. 
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 Nasuno et al. (1998) showed that similar to the spring-slider model, when a granular 
material is sheared with elastic boundary conditions, stick-slip dynamics are dependent on spring 
stiffness and shear rate. They also found that frictional force in granular materials is rate and  
state dependent and suggest that the state effect is related to dilation immediately preceding slip 
events, followed by a return to original layer thickness immediately after slip.  
The dynamics of sheared granular materials are also linked to the development and 
breaking of “force chains,” alignments of contacting grains that support significantly more stress 
than the surrounding grains (Daniels and Hayman, 2008, 2009; Hayman et al., 2011). Daniels 
and Hayman (2008) used photoelastic grains to visualize the distribution and magnitude of 
stresses in a sheared granular body and report that force chains develop and strengthen between 
slip events, supporting the imposed shear stress on the system, and fail during slip events. 
 Regardless of the mechanism for rate and state dependency, a wide range of studies have 
found that slip dynamics in granular material can vary with grain shape and angularity (Abe and 
Mair, 2009; Anthony and Marone, 2005; Guo and Morgan, 2004; Mair et al., 2002), grain size 
distribution (Mair et al., 2002; Morgan, 1999), and grain evolution through comminution (Guo 
and Morgan, 2006). Angular grains have been found to promote stable creep with a high shear 
resistance, while spherical grains under the same conditions lead to stick-slip, and have a lower 
shear strength (Abe and Mair, 2009; Anthony and Marone, 2005; Mair et al., 2002). The effect of 
grains breaking also seems to be largely related to angularity; rounded grains become more 
angular through comminution and therefore the bulk behavior strengthens, while angular grains 
become more rounded and the bulk behavior weakens (Abe and Mair, 2009; Guo and Morgan, 
2006).  Mair et al. (2002) examined the effect of grain size distribution on the behavior of 
sheared granular materials using a biaxial shear apparatus and spherical glass beads. They 
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sheared beads with a narrow grain size distribution (105 – 149 µm) and beads with a wide grain 
size distribution (1 – 800 µm). They found that the narrow range deformed via unstable stick-
slip, while the wide distribution creeped stably.  
 Experiments presented in this thesis further investigate the role of grain size and grain 
size distribution on shear dynamics. I ran experiments on systems of all one grain size and 
systems of two grain sizes mixed. Whereas Mair et al. (2002) compared a wide range to a narrow 
range of grain sizes, I study how the proportion of differently sized grains within a set range 
affects the behavior of the system. I find that very small grains lead to stable sliding and that the 
relative proportion of differently sized grains is an important control on bulk behavior. This work 
gives insights to the behavior of granular systems broadly and has implications for stable and 
unstable sliding on faults. 
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CHAPTER 2: FAULT STRUCTURE 
	
The San Andreas Fault is a right-lateral transform fault that spans about 1200 km and 
exhibits a variety of slip behaviors including slipping in large and damaging earthquakes. This 
makes it a useful and charismatic case study to investigate fault mechanics more broadly. San 
Andreas fault structures can been interpreted through extrapolation of near surface characteristics 
of active faults (Cashman et al., 2007), through fault coring (Schleicher et al., 2010, 2012) or by 
studying exposures of exhumed sections of faults (Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003; Biegel and 
Sammis, 2004; Chester et al., 1993; Rowe and Griffith, 2015). 
Sibson (1977) uses field observations of an exhumed fault to lay out an early 
classification of fault structure. He notes that fine grained fault zones are often anastomosing and 
wrap around lenses of largely undeformed rock.  Biegel and Sammis (2004) synthesize field 
studies including those of exhumed San Andreas system faults to develop an idealized model for 
well-developed crustal faults such as the San Andreas Fault.  They suggest a sequence of 
increasing degree of grain comminution towards the center of a fault. The Punchbowl fault, an 
inactive strand of the San Andreas fault, in southern California is described by as typifying their 
suggested fault zone structure of a prominent slip surface in the middle of an ultracataclasite 
layer, bounded by foliated cataclasite, gouge and breccia, and damaged wall rock. They note that 
this sequence is not always complete, nor is it always symmetrical. 
While the bulk of my research on fault behavior is experiment-based, I conducted a field 
excursion to the Punchbowl and San Gabriel faults in southern California to better understand the 
connections between my experiments and natural faults (Figure 2). The Punchbowl and San  
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Figure 2: Simplified map of the San Andreas Fault System, with San Gabriel and Punchbowl 
faults indicated 
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Gabriel Faults are exhumed, now inactive portions of the San Andreas Fault system, and both 
have been thoroughly studied (Anderson et al., 1983; Chester and Chester, 1998; Chester et al., 
1993; Chester and Logan, 1986, 1987; Schulz and Evans, 2000). The San Gabriel Fault has 
accommodated up to 70 km of right lateral slip (Ehlert, 1982), and the Punchbowl Fault has 
accommodated 40 to 50 km of right lateral slip (Dibblee, 1967, 1968) They have previously been 
used to infer weakening mechanisms (Chester et al., 1993) and critical slip distance (Biegel and 
Sammis, 2004) of the San Andreas Fault at seismogenic depths. 
The Punchbowl Fault, a right lateral fault, was active during the Quaternary and is 
believed to have been part of the main strand of the San Andreas Fault. Exposures are inferred to 
have been at depths of 2-4 km during active slip (Chester and Logan, 1987). The Punchbowl 
Fault is assumed to have been seismogenic when active (Chester and Chester, 1998).  
The San Gabriel Fault was a main strand of the San Andreas system until the middle to 
late Pliocene, when a bend in the fault subjected the section to compression which shut off right 
lateral slip, and lead to uplift of the section (Anderson et al., 1983) Current exposures of the San 
Gabriel fault are thought to have been at depths of 2-5 km during active slip, and it is not known 
whether the fault was seismic when active (d'Alessio et al., 2003). Both faults provide an 
opportunity to see what the San Andreas Fault might look like at depth, and to understand the 
characteristics of fault material that might impact fault behavior.  
Although the Punchbowl and San Gabriel faults belong to the same overall fault system, 
the fault materials and fault zone structures are highly variable and differ significantly. The 
Punchbowl fault where I observed it was characterized by fractured wall rock that graded toward 
a wear zone of centimeter scale porphyroclasts in a clay rich matrix. The fine grained material 
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has ~ 72% of grains < 0.01 mm (Chester and Logan, 1987). I did not observe the full idealized 
sequence laid out by Biegel and Sammis, probably due to limited exposure. 
The San Gabriel fault and fault splays were extremely diverse: I observed broad ~20 m 
wide fault zones with 4 m wide undeformed lenses (Figure 4 A) as well as a fault section that 
consisted of a ~2 cm thick gouge zone between essentially undeformed walls (Figure 4 B). Grain 
size distributions for gouge and cataclasite in the San Gabriel fault is given by Anderson et al 
(1983). The full range of sizes for fault rocks in the San Gabriel Fault ranges from <0.00011 mm 
(Anderson et al.) to ~8 m (this study). 
The observed variety of fault structures highlights the importance of understanding how 
grain size and grain size distribution might affect fault slip dynamics. The occurrence of lithic 
clasts in a clay rich matrix also suggests that experimental work on the shearing behavior of 
mixed brittle-viscous systems (Fagereng and Sibson, 2010; Reber et al., 2014; Webber et al., 
2018) may apply to some faults in the upper crust as well as to mid-crustal settings.  
 While the extensive field observations of the Punchbowl and San Gabriel faults give 
valuable information about fault structure, the dynamic history of the faults cannot be known 
from observations alone and experimental work is necessary to understand how fault structure 
may influence slip dynamics. 
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Figure 3: An exhumed section of the Punchbowl Fault where lenses of quartz and feldspar are 
surrounded by a dark clay-rich matrix. Photo was taken at 34°24”33’ N 117°51”46” W. 
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Figure 4: A) Section of the San Gabriel Fault Zone that includes a large ~4 m wide  unbroken 
lense (outlned in blue taken at 34°16’54”N, 118°.13’00” W on Big Tujanga Canyon Rd., 
Looking ENE. B) Section of the San Gabriel Fault Zone where the fault (traced in orange) is ~ 3 
cm thick, and fault material is extremely fine grained. Photo taken at 34°21’14” N, 118°23’00” 
W on Little Tujunga Rd up a small gully on the north side of the road. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 
	
 I sheared elliptical, acrylic grains of three sizes in a volume conserving simple shear 
machine (Figure 5). The apparatus approximates a two-dimensional plane (90 cm long, 30 cm 
wide, and 0.4 cm high) where one side is stationary and the other one can move. The side walls 
are smooth. I filled the area with a single layer of acrylic discs. A stepper motor pulled a spring 
at a constant velocity of 0.0167 cm/s. A spring with a spring constant of ~ 75 N/m (Appendix, 
Figure A9) was attached to the mobile side of the apparatus and allowed the table to respond 
elastically to constant displacement off fault and frictional interactions on fault (Figure 6). I 
measured the pulling force on the sliding side with a Chatillon DFS II piezoelectric force gauge 
and the position with a Celesco string pot extensometer. Both were measured at a rate of 10 Hz. 
The precision of displacement was ± 0.155 cm and the precision of the force gauge was ± 0.536 
N. The force measurements record changes in pulling force, and need a reference point to 
establish actual pulling force for which I use the final pulling force at the end of each 
experiment, which could account for up to 2 N of error. 
Three sizes of elliptical grains (Figure 5 B) were used. Their major axis dimensions are 
4.4 cm, 2.2 cm and 1.1 cm, and their minor axis dimensions are 2.8 cm, 1.4 cm and 0.7 cm, 
respectively. The grains were cut from 0.3175 cm thick acrylic sheets using a Universal VLS6.60 
Laser Cutter. A byproduct of the cutting process is that many grains have slightly beveled edges.  
All grains were oriented wide side up in every experiment. I used elliptical grains rather than 
circular ones to avoid geometric locking of the grains (Delaney et al., 2005). The grains showed 
negligible elastic deformation and no comminution at the stresses used in the experiments. 
Before each experiment, the grains were redistributed by hand to ensure no fabrics or shape 
preferred alignment carried over from one experiment to the next. We controlled the packing 
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density and proportion of differently sized grains by converting the desired area to be covered by 
grains to mass, and weighing out the appropriate mass of grains. The proportion of grains is 
reported using the percent by area of grains of each size, rather than percent by grain count (e.g. 
Sammis 1987). 
The extensometer precision of ± 0.155 cm at the sampling frequency of 10 Hz is 
sufficient when examining displacement over distances of ~ 20 cm and times of ~ 1000 seconds 
(Figure 7 A). However, the noise is high relative to the displacement in a tenth of a second so 
that the difference in displacement between each 10 Hz data point is more likely due to noise 
than to actual displacement. This means that using a simple derivative of the data at 10 Hz 
sampling frequency to find velocity results in a very noisy signal (Figure 7). To reduce the effect 
of noise I resampled the displacement and force data, averaging 10 Hz measurements into 2 Hz 
bins and then applied a third order median filter to the data. I calculate the velocity using a 
derivative function in Matlab to find the difference in displacement between each measurement. 
The velocity from resampled displacement data is slightly dampened, and a zoomed in 
displacement curve (Figure 8) shows the effect of resampling on both noise displacement slopes. 
 I documented the travel path of the grains by taking pictures at regular intervals (in most 
cases 1 second). I conducted experiments with each grain size isolated (all small, all medium, or 
all large) to establish the behaviors of each grain size alone. To understand the effect of grain 
size distribution, I used a simplified set-up of two grain sizes and ran three variations (25%-75%, 
50%-50%, and 75%-25%) for combinations of small and medium, and medium and large grains. 
By using only two grain sizes at carefully controlled proportions I isolate the effect of 
proportion. To account for variability in granular systems I run each experiment 5-10 times and 
use the aggregated data for analysis. 
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Figure 5: A) Schematic top down view of the shear apparatus. B) Photograph of the three grain 
types used in experiments. C) Photograph of the table with medium sized grains and line drawing 
overlaid.  
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Figure 6: Schematic showing the simplified stick-slip behavior of the crust (top), the spring’s 
role in mimicking that elastic behavior (middle), and the force and displacement signals that 
correspond to each time-step (bottom). Column B shows the locked period during a stick-slip 
cycle, the fault is locked and the crust elastically builds up stress in response to off fault 
displacement. Column C shows the “slip-event” during which the stress on fault overcomes 
frictional locking and rapid displacement along the fault occurs. Column D shows the new 
locked position immediately after slip. 
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Figure 7: Force and displacement (A), and velocity (B) versus time, for a representative large 
grain experiment. For force, displacement, and velocity the raw data is plotted in gray, and the 
filtered and adjusted data is shown in color. 
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In all experiments that exhibit stick-slip the force required to pull the table increases at 
high strains. This is due to an increasing stress normal to the shear direction that is applied from 
the boundary conditions and the reduction in available space for grains in the corners of the 
apparatus. While this impacts the velocities of slip events and the magnitude of force drops, it is 
not expected to change the overall slip behavior (Daniels and Hayman, 2009). 
In addition to the displacement, force, and velocity data (Figure 7) gathered for each 
experiment, I compiled data using a Matlab code that identified slip events and records the peak 
velocity and the timestamp of each slip event. I experimentally tuned peak prominence and peak 
distance until the script matched the eye test for both small grain size experiments and large 
grain size experiments (Figure 9 & Figure A4). Extracting and compiling data from slip events 
allowed me to compare all experiments of a given combination (for example 25% small grains 
75% large) and to apply statistical methods to the data. Small grains are denoted with A, medium 
grains are denoted with B and large grains are denoted with C. 
Packing density plays an important role in slip dynamics in these experiments. Grains 
need to be packed tightly enough to interact with each other to control sliding, but not so tight 
that they are immediately forced out of plane when the table slips. Figure 10 shows grains 
packed by hand as tightly as possible into a 14.5 cm by 32.5 cm rectangular area to demonstrate 
the effect of grain size on packing efficiency. Medium grains pack with 18.9% void space while 
large grains have 23.3% void space. This difference in packing efficiency is primarily due to the 
greater ability of smaller grains to pack tightly along the edges and corners of the rectangle, and I 
accounted for it by running experiments with void space held constant, and running experiments 
where smaller grains are packed more tightly than larger ones. 
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The term creep is used in the context of these experiments to describe sliding whenever 
the displacement signal of the experiment cannot be distinguished from the signal of experiments 
with no grains.  This means that indiscernibly small stick-slip movements may be categorized as 
creep. Slip events were defined as spikes in the velocity and force data that exceeded the 
background noise from the measuring instruments and dynamic friction on the table. Physically, 
a slip event is a rapid reorganization of grains that accommodates net displacement. Because the 
dynamics of granular systems are stochastic, I examine the range of slip velocities, and the 
average number of slip events for a set of experiments to characterize the behavior of different 
granular systems.  
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Figure 8: Force and displacement versus time for a representative large grain size experiments. 
Insets show increasing magnification to demonstrate the impact of resampling and filtering on 
the force and displacement data. 
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Figure 9: Slip events identified by Matlab script for a representative small grain experiment (A & 
B) and for all of the small grained experiments used in analysis (C & D). 
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Figure 10: A) Digitized photos of medium grain, B) large grains, and C) 50% by area medium 
and 50% by area large grains. Grains were randomly organized and packed as tightly as possible 
by hand into a 14.5 cm by 32.5 cm rectangle. Medium sized grains have 18.9% void space, large 
grains have 23.3% void space, and the mixed grains have 17.2% void space. Percent void space 
was calculated in Matlab by counting pixels by color. Note that this is not the area used in shear 
experiments (30 cm x 90 cm) and is meant only to demonstrate the difference in packing 
efficiency. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
	
How tightly grains are packed together plays a role in controlling slip dynamics. Figure 
11 shows three experiments using the medium sized grains where all variables are held constant 
except for void space. At low packing density (13.0% void space) grains almost exclusively slide 
stably, with three very small slip events (~0.1 cm/s) near the end of the experiment. In the 
experiment with medium packing density (11.8% void space) slip events occurred and no grains 
were pushed out of plane during the period of interest, 250 – 850 seconds. In the tightly packed 
experiment (9.9% void space) there are several large slip events from 250 seconds to 540 
seconds. At 540 seconds, grains escaped from the experiment box, resulting in a > 2 cm/s 
velocity spike.  
An initial set of experiments were run for each grain size with percent void space held 
constant. I selected a percent void space for which large grain experiments could shear for at 
least 850 seconds (about 15 cm of displacement) and demonstrated grain locking behavior. The 
packing density, 13.0% void space, was then used for experiments of medium and small grains.  
Large grains at 13.0% void space stick and slip when (Figure 12 E & F). At the same packing 
density medium sized grains had three very small slip events (~0.1 cm/s), and small grains had 
no slip events.  
Because differently sized grains have different packing efficiency (Figure 10) the results 
at constant void space can be partially understood in terms of packing efficiency. Since large 
grains cannot pack very efficiently they interact strongly at 13.0% void space, locking up and 
producing stick slip conditions. Medium sized grains do not substantially interlock at 13.0% void 
space and therefore only produce a few very small stick-slip events after significant strain. Small 
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grains do not interlock at all at 13.0% void space and so the system creeps, behaving like a test 
with no grains (Figure 13 and Figure 14 D). 
 To understand how differently sized grains behave in more fault like conditions I 
conducted experiments where each grain size is packed at a different percent void space to adjust 
for their different packing efficiencies. I also conducted a benchmark experiment where the 
experimental apparatus was sheared without grains. In this experiment, no stick-slip motion can 
be observed; the force and displacement curves are smooth (Figure 13 D) and the velocity is 
roughly constant (Figure 14 D). All observable stick-slip events are therefore a result of the 
interaction of the grains. Small grains have few force drops and displacement steps. Medium 
grains have a sustained period of force drops and steps in displacement starting at ~ 350 seconds. 
The largest grains also have many force drops and displacement steps, and pulling force rises 
significantly over the course of the experiments.  
The effects of grain size on shearing behavior can be most clearly seen in the slip 
velocities. Velocity data is shown for four representative experiments (Figure 14), during the 
period from 250 seconds to 850 seconds. In all experiments the table is initially pulled stably at 
0.017 cm/s. Sliding velocity for the experiment with no grains (Figure 14 D) is roughly constant 
at ~ 0.017 cm/s. In experiments with grain the general trend is for slip velocities to increase with 
time.  Sliding velocity for the experiments with small grains (Figure 14 A) is similar to the 
benchmark experiment until 696 seconds, when slip events begin. These slip events have 
velocities of 0.06 cm/s to 0.4 cm/s. In the medium sized grain experiment (Figure 14 B) small 
slip events begin at 326 seconds, and reach a peak of 0.43 cm/s at 657 seconds. There are several 
slip events near 0.4 cm/s at 719 seconds, 742 seconds, and 768 seconds. The experiment with 
large grains (Figure 14 C) has slip events of ~0.8 cm/s starting at 405 seconds, and transitions to  
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Figure 11: Sliding speed of three experiments using only medium sized grains. A) 13.0% of the 
table’s area was free of grains, B)  11.8% of the table’s area was free of grains, and C) 9.8 % of 
the table’s area was free of grains. 
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Figure 12: Force and displacement (A, C, & E) and velocity (B, D, & F) for small (A & B), 
medium (C & D), and large (E & F) grained experiments at 13.0% void space. Experiments are 
shown from 250 seconds to 850 seconds. 
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a strong stick-slip pattern at 619 s with slip events ranging from 0.18 cm/s up to 0.97 cm/s at 839 
s.  Sliding velocities between slip events is zero in the large grain experiments. In experiments 
with small and medium grains the experiment table is still sliding at its background speed 
between the slip events. 
The effects of grain size on sliding dynamics are consistent across experiments. Boxplots 
(Figure 15 A) represent the cumulative data for nine to eleven experiments using uniform grain 
sizes. The blue boxes are centered on the mean slip velocities, the edges of the boxes are one 
standard deviation above and below the means, whiskers are two standard deviations from the 
means, and red plus signs indicate data points that lie outside of two standard deviations. The red 
lines represent median slip velocities. The fastest slip speed recorded for large grain experiments 
is 1.53 cm/s, the fastest slip event for medium grained experiments is 0.95 cm/s, and the fastest 
slip event for small grained experiments is 0.50 cm/s (Table 1). Experiments with medium sized 
grains have the fastest mean and median slip velocities, 0.208 and 0.167 cm/s. Experiments with 
large grains had intermediate mean and median slip velocities, 0.195 and 0.133 cm/s, and 
experiments with small grains had the smallest mean and median slip velocities, 0.134 and 0.099 
cm/s.  
Figure 15 B shows the cumulative velocities of slip events and their time stamp of 
occurrence for experiments of each grain size. Large slip events begin soonest for the medium 
sized grains. Slip velocities in large grain experiments only exceed slip velocities for medium 
grained experiments near the end of the experiments.  
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Table 1: Maximum, minimum, mean, and median slip event speeds, and number of slip events 
for representative experiments of small (A85), medium (B45), and large (C71) grained 
experiments, and for cumulative data of small (A), medium (B), and large (C) grain experiments 
 
 Maximum Slip 
Velocity (cm/s) 
Mean Slip 
Velocity (cm/s) 
Median Slip 
Velocity (cm/s) 
Average 
Number of 
Slip Events per 
Experiment 
A 
 0.496 0.134 0.099 10.56 
B 
 0.949 0.208 0.167 28.3 
C 
 1.532 0.195 0.133 22.8  
    Number of Slip Events 
A85 
 0.236 0.176 0.186 8 
B45 
 0.428 0.170 0.124 33 
C71  0.967 0.205 0.140 32 
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Figure 13: Force and displacement versus time curves for A) experiment with all small grains, B) 
all medium grains, C) all large grains, D) benchmark with no grains on the table. 
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Figure 14: Velocity curves for A) an experiment with all small grains, B) all medium grains, C) 
all large grains, D) benchmark with no grains on the table. 
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Figure 15: Boxplot and scatter plot of slip velocities for all small, all large, and all medium grained 
experiments 
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Experiments with small and medium sized grains were run at 9.75% void space. 
Experiments where 75% by area of the grains were small and 25% were medium had the lowest 
mean, median, and maximum slip velocity, 0.108, 0.074, and 0.378 cm/s respectively (Figure 16 
& Figure 17). Experiments with 50% small and 50% medium grains had higher mean, median, 
and maximum slip velocities (0.150, 0.124, and 0.440 cm/s), and experiments with 25% small 
and 75% large grains had the highest mean, median, and maximum slip velocities (0.181, 0.152, 
and 0.620 cm/s). Table 2 shows slip velocity values for mixed grain size experiments.  
 Experiments of medium and large grains were run at 11.8% void space. Experiments where 
75% by area of the grains were large and 25% were medium had the highest slip velocity, and the 
highest one standard deviation range of slip velocities, but had a lower median slip velocity than 
experiments with 50% medium and 50% large grains (Figure 18 & Figure 19). Experiments with 
25% large grains and 75% medium grains had the lowest mean and median slip velocities, but still 
had one slip event that was 0.61 cm/s.  
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Figure 16: Representative force, displacement, and velocity curves for experiments with small 
and medium grains. 
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Figure 17: Boxplot (A) and Scatter Plot (B) of slip velocities for mixed small and medium 
experiments.  
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Figure 18: Representative force, displacement, and velocity curves for experiments with medium 
and large grains. 
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Figure 19: Boxplot (A) and Scatter Plot (B) of slip velocities for mixed medium and large 
experiments 
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Table 2: Cumulative maximum, minimum, mean, and median slip event speeds, and slips per run, 
for combinations of small and medium sized grains (AB), and medium and large sized grains (BC). 
 
 Maximum Slip 
Velocity (cm/s) 
Mean Slip 
Velocity (cm/s) 
Median Slip 
Velocity (cm/s) 
Average Number 
of Slip Events per 
Experiment 
75%A 25%B 
 0.378 0.108 0.074 8.4 
50%A 50%B 
 0.440 0.150 0.124 18.1 
25%A 75%B 
 1.62 0.181 0.152 18.6 
     
75%B 25%C 
 0.606 0.102 0.077 15.6 
50%B 50%C 
 0.443 0.133 0.106 20.8 
25%B 75%C  0.705 0.130 0.095 18.2 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
 
Testing Procedures and Limitations 
 
 The most direct approach to modeling natural systems is to identify the key features of 
the system and perfectly replicate them. For example, many soil engineering tests use the actual 
soil that is of interest and apply stresses across a relevant range to characterize the strength of 
soil before building on it. In other cases, elements are scaled down to a more manageable size 
such that their relation to each other is unchanged. Natural faults contain important elements 
across a wide range of scales that make direct replication or scaling impossible. For example, the 
lengths of faults are often on the kilometer scale while the diameter of grains in fault gouge can 
be < 0.00011 mm. Similarly, the time scales that are relevant for fault motion cover a wide 
range. The plate motion that commonly drives fault activity occurs on the scale of  < 1 cm/yr, 
while the instantaneous motion during an earthquake can be ~ 1 m/s (Bürgmann, 2018). 
Because of the wide range of values for relevant parameters, this style of direct scaling is clearly 
not viable.  
 Non-dimensional values capture important physical relationships and can be used in 
some cases where direct scaling is not possible. For example, in fluid mechanics the Reynolds 
number, Re, is a dimensionless value which relates the inertial and viscous forces acting on a 
fluid and captures some key aspects of the flow behavior. The individual variables that go into 
the Reynolds number can be changed as long as a fluid model recreates the Reynolds number of 
a natural system. In some cases the behaviors of granular materials can be described by the 
inertial number (I):  
 
                                                                    I = g	;
s/=                                                                       (3) 
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where g ̇ is the strain rate, r is the mass-density of particles, s is the confining stress, and d is the 
particle diameter. The inertial number captures the bulk flow behavior of a granular material and 
has wide applications for granular systems (Da Cruz et al., 2005; MiDi, 2004). The inertial 
number I is, however, not helpful for understanding the dynamic behaviors that produce stick-
slip motion because in a stick-slip scenario strain rate is dependent on the evolving stress and 
friction of the system.  
Without being able to directly model, or use a dimensionless number for scaling, I 
explore the impact of granular characteristics on shearing behavior within the confines of the 
experimental procedure, consistent with other studies of granular behavior (Abe and Mair, 2009; 
Anthony and Marone, 2005; Guo and Morgan, 2004, 2006; Hazzard and Mair, 2003; Mair et al., 
2002; Mair and Hazzard, 2007; Morgan, 1999). Results presented here can therefore not be 
simply upscaled to natural systems. They give instead a general picture of the physical behavior 
of granular materials with varying grain sizes during shear deformation.  
I use a pseudo two-dimensional system with a single layer of elliptical discs to represent 
three-dimensional fault zones that have variably sized and shaped fault rock. The two-
dimensional nature of the experiments allows for direct observation of the evolution of the 
system through time, but may promote stick-slip and reduce frictional strength relative to an 
otherwise identical three-dimensional system (Hazzard and Mair 2003). 
The grains used in these experiments are idealized to isolate the impact of grain size 
effects. All grains are the same shape and same aspect ratio to prevent impacts form variable 
roughness or shape. Grains from experimentally produced gouge have an average long axis to 
short axis ratio of 1.5, while cracked quartz and feldspar have aspect ratios of 2.9 and 2.1 
respectively (Heilbronner and Keulen, 2006). The aspect ratio of grains used in this study, 1.57, 
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is comfortably within the range of realistic values for fault rock. Natural fault rocks develop 
through comminution, however, the grains used in the experiments do not break or noticeably 
deform during shear. This allows me to explore how the existing grain sizes in a fault zone might 
affect fault behavior at a snapshot in time. If comminution occurred in these experiments, the 
granular systems would evolve towards containing smaller grain sizes, such that at high strains 
experiments that started with medium sized grains would evolve into experiments with mixed 
medium and small grains. There would also be some slip events that correspond to the breaking 
of a grain rather than the dilation and rolling of undeformed grains. 
The grains used in these experiments have no cohesion. Grains in natural faults are 
believed to typically have negligible cohesion within the top ~ 4 km of the fault (Sibson, 1977). 
This study is therefore most directly applicable to the generation of earthquakes within the top 4 
km. These experiments can also give insight to fault generation below 4 km with the 
understanding that cohesion may change behaviors somewhat, but at ~ 10 km viscous 
deformation becomes important in faults and these experiments cannot be applied.  
The dynamic friction of the shear apparatus was slightly higher during the period that 
mixed grain size experiments were run than when uniform grain size experiments were run 
(Figure A1). This likely contributed to the lower slip velocities recorded in the mixed grain size 
tests than in the uniform grain size tests, and means that the slip velocities from mixed grain size 
tests cannot be directly compared to the velocities from uniform tests. The fact that this small 
change in dynamic friction of the table influenced the speed of slip events implies that the 
instantaneous friction of the granular assemblage itself is very low during slip events. 
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Particle Tracking 
 In addition to recording force and displacement with time, I took photographs of most of 
these experiments at intervals of ~ 1 photo per second. I attempted to use the Matlab Particle 
Image Velocimetry package (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014) to analyze these photos and gain 
insights about the movements of individual grains during shear. I expected to see the granular 
system dilate in the instant before a major slip event. Unfortunately, the program was not well 
suited for the size of grains used in these experiments, and I was unable to achieve sufficient 
resolution to discern dilation. Appendix figures A5 and A6 show the slip parallel and slip 
perpendicular components of motion for a sample experiment. Future work would benefit from a 
thorough particle tracking analysis of the granular system before and during slip events.  
Grain Size, Packing Density, and Stick-Slip 
 
 Early experiments on rock deformation recognized that more void space, expressed as 
porosity, tends to promote stable sliding (Byerlee, 1970; Byerlee and Brace, 1969). This hold 
true in these experiments and is due largely to the effect of packing on normal stress. Normal 
stress across the shear zone will be near zero until grains are packed tightly enough to form force 
chains across the width of the shear zone. Normal stress then increases with increasing packing 
density but is not constant over the course of a single experiment. It will generally increase over 
the course of the experiment as packing in the corners gets tighter, but will also fluctuate as force 
chains develop and break. Experiments on granular behaviors typically use either constant 
volume/area (Daniels and Hayman, 2008, 2009; Hayman et al., 2011; Reber et al., 2014), or 
constant normal stress (Anthony and Marone, 2005; Losert et al., 2000; Moore and Iverson, 
2002; Nasuno et al., 1998). It is not clear whether constant volume or constant normal stress is a 
better representation of actual faults.   
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Compacted granular materials dilate when sheared (Moore and Iverson, 2002; Morrow 
and Byerlee, 1989; Nasuno et al., 1998; Reynolds, 1885; Taylor, 1956). In unconfined and 
drained direct shear tests, this dilation reduces the shear strength of the granular body and the 
system weakens to a critical state strength (Figure 20). In two-dimensional constant area 
experiments, the system is confined and is unable to dilate to a critical state. I these experiments 
local dilation between two or more grains allows rapid shear and is accommodated through 
reorganization of grains and compaction elsewhere in the granular system. 
The relationship between grain size and packing density; that smaller grains need to be 
packed more tightly than large grains to produce slip events, can be explained based on two 
factors 1) packing efficiency, and 2) dilation. As shown in Figure 10, under static conditions, 
medium grains can be packed more tightly than large grains, meaning that a packing density that 
induces strong interaction between large grains may allow small grains to slide past each other 
easily. Additionally, systems of large grains tend to dilate more than small grains to 
accommodate shear (Houlsby, 1991; Vangla and Latha, 2015) meaning that larger grains need a 
looser packing to accommodate reorganization when dilation happens. 
I observe an increase in slip velocities with grain size between small grains (long axis ≈ 
1/27.3 shear zone width) and medium grains (long axis ≈ 1/13.6 shear zone width). When static 
grains are packed tightly they interlock. For the granular system to deform without grains 
breaking the grains need to push apart from each other. Dilation of a granular body has been 
described using the conceptual model of two saw-blades in contact. If the saw-teeth initially 
interlock they will push apart to accommodate shear (Bolton, 1986; Rowe, 1962). Larger grains 
behave like larger saw-teeth. They can remain locked for longer, and when the pulling force  
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Figure 20: Classical soil mechanics representation of stress, strain, and dilation. Adapted from 
Taylor (1956). These relationships are based on experiments where shear strain rate and 
confining stress are constant.  
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Figure 21: Schematic illustrating that the dilation of grains during shear. Larger grains interlock 
more, and have larger dilatational displacements 
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becomes large enough to induce motion there is more displacement to make up in the slip event. 
Since reorganization of the grains is accommodated by grains sliding and rotating, larger grains 
will allow for larger displacements when they slide or rotate (Figure 21). 
Large grains (long axis ≈ 1/6.8 shear zone width) exhibit a more complex behavior, with 
some very fast slip events, but lower mean and median slip velocities than the medium sized 
grains. This is likely due to boundary conditions limiting the large grains ability to dilate. The 
dilation that occurs when medium sized grains shear is large enough to allow slip events that are 
discernible from noise, but small enough that the system can accommodate the local dilation via 
compaction and reorganization. The dilation that occurs when large grains slip may be too large 
to be accommodated through reorganization. Soil engineering practice mandates that in direct 
shear experiments the largest grains should not be greater than 1/10 the shear zone width (Head, 
1989). This threshold ratio of grain diameter to shear zone width corresponds to the change in 
behavior in my experiments. Large grains, which have a long axis greater than 1/10 the shear 
zone width had less frequent slip events with have slower mean and median velocities than 
medium grains, but some very fast outliers. Further experiments using a wider range of grain 
sizes, or differently sized and shaped shear areas may clarify this suggested relationship between 
grain size and shear zone width.  
The relationship between grain size distribution and slip in mixed grain size experiments 
is related to packing and to grain size dependent dilation. In experiments where small and 
medium sized grains were combined, mean, median, and maximum slip velocities as well as 
number of slip events per experiment all increased with increasing abundance of medium sized 
grains (Table 2).  This is in part because the medium sized grains pack less efficiently than small 
grains, such that at a fixed packing density an increasing proportion of medium sized grains has 
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the effect of packing grains more tightly. It is also because when more of the grains are medium 
sized it is more likely that a slip event is the result of dilation that involves a medium sized grain, 
which, as was demonstrated in uniform grain size tests, results in a larger slip event than when 
small grains dilate.  
 Mixed medium and large grains are also subject to the two effects of packing density and 
dilation. As with the small and medium grain combinations, an increasing proportion of the 
larger grain size corresponds to effectively tighter packing since the larger grains are less able to 
efficiently use the space. This effect should increase slip velocities with increasing proportion of 
large grains to medium ones. For large grains, however the dilation that is required to transition 
from stick to slipping is sometimes too large to be accommodated. This results in a muted slip 
signal, which caused large grains in uniform grain size test to have slightly lower mean and 
median slip event velocities than medium grains did. These competing effects of tighter effective 
packing, but also inhibited dilation with increasing abundance of large grains explains why 
experiments with 50% medium grains and 50% large grains are so similar to experiments with 
25% medium grains and 75% large grains.  
 Active faults will always have a fault normal stress component that is supported across 
the width of the fault by grain-on-grain contacts, or by fluid pressure. This means that the width 
of the fault zone, and therefore the porosity or percent void space in the fault zone may adjust so 
that the normal stress can be supported. To account for this in uniform grain size tests I pack 
smaller grains more tightly to study how grain size might affect slip in faults. Because the 
differences in void space were quite small however, I didn’t make similar adjustments in the 
mixed grain size tests, opting instead to keep void space constant. An apparatus that can measure 
both pulling force and normal force would provide better constraints to this packing problem, as 
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initial packing could be adjusted for each grain size or grain size combination to produce the 
same initial normal stress. 
Context and Implications 
	
Because pressure and temperature change with depth, the structure and deformation style 
of a fault also change with depth. Below ~ 10 km depth viscous behavior becomes important to 
fault deformation because of the relatively low melting temperature of quartz (Bürgmann, 2018; 
Sibson, 1977). Within that top 10 km of faults, fault rock tends to segment into zones of 
increasingly small grains towards the center (Biegel and Sammis, 2004; Logan, 1981), but faults 
also display a wide amount of variability and can include large undeformed lenses (Biegel and 
Sammis, 2004; Sibson, 1977). Fine gouge and cataclasite require a high amount of strain to 
develop to the small grain sizes that are observed and strain is often interpreted to localizes 
towards the finest grained rocks (Brace, 1972; Sammis et al., 1987). Many experimental studies 
have therefore been focused on the deformation of very small grains (Anthony and Marone, 
2005; Mair et al., 2002; Marone et al., 1990). My results indicate that even in the presence of 
many very small grains, a few large grains or lenses can contribute to the overall behavior of the 
system. This has greatest implications for faults that are composed of anastomosing zones of 
very fine fault rock around large lenses; if conditions change and shear stress is taken up by a 
large lens it could produce a stick-slip event. This is analogous to numerical and field 
observations of semi-ductile regimes, which show that the abundance of a strong or weak phase 
can impact the deformation dynamics of the system (Fagereng and Sibson, 2010; Webber et al., 
2018).  
Experiments on undeformable grains embedded in a viscous fluid show that the 
proportion of different materials in a shear zone is important for shear behavior (Higashi and 
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Sumita, 2009; Reber et al., 2014). They show that experiments with only the viscous phase 
creeped, and experiments with both phases exhibited dampened frictional responses. My findings 
indicate that small grains intermixed with larger grains can have a similar effect on the 
deformation dynamics to adding a viscous phase. Large grains have large stick-slip events while 
the behavior of small grains is closer to creep. When experiments are run on a mixed system of 
large and small grains the behavior is intermediate, with more slip events when a greater percent 
of the grains are large. 
The concept of rate and state dependent friction is helpful in explaining the range of slip 
behaviors that are observed in nature and in experiments, but the mechanics of state dependence 
are unclear (Ruina, 1983). The dilation of granular materials immediately preceding slip events 
has been suggested to alter the frictional state of the granular mass consistent with the rate and 
state friction parametrization of Byerlee (1970) (Nasuno et al., 1998; Thompson and Grest, 
1991). It is already understood that a loosely packed granular material will have a lower 
frictional strength than a tightly packed one (Figure 20). This study agrees with the suggestion 
that local dilation can reduce frictional strength in a granular material, allowing it to slip.  
The dilation of grains in a saturated granular material is known to reduce pore water 
pressure if the surrounding material has a low permeability (Moore and Iverson, 2002; Reynolds, 
1885). As shown in the Coloumb-Terzaghi equation, (Equation 1) reduced pore water pressure 
strengthens the bulk material (Moore and Iverson, 2002). This effect is recognized as stabilizing 
potential landslides (Iverson et al., 2000), and is a suggested mechanism for slow shear of till 
under glaciers, and for slow episodic creep in faults (Lockner and Byerlee, 1994; Moore and 
Iverson, 2002). Dilation may strengthen saturated and weaken unsaturated fault zones, and the 
permeability of the fault zone may also determine the effect of dilation.  
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Mair et al. (2002) found that experiments with a wide grain size distribution (1 – 800 µm) 
show creep-like dynamics, while a narrow grain size distribution (105 – 149 µm) exhibited stick-
slip behavior. My findings indicate that the impact of grain size distribution on granular behavior 
is not only determined by how different in size the smallest and largest grains are, but also by the 
relative abundance of each grain size in the bulk granular material. Experiments with an identical 
range of grain sizes can have strong or weak stick-slip signals based on the ratio of large to small 
grains in the mixture (Figure 17 & Figure 19). Natural fault zones are thought to develop a 
fractal grain size distribution at high strains because the probability of grain fracture depends on 
the relative size of the grains nearest neighbors (Sammis et al., 1987). Exhumed sections of faults 
however can have different grain size distributions even when samples are taken at nearby spots 
along the same fault (Anderson et al., 1983). This indicates that while all fault rock may evolve 
towards a fractal distribution, diverse grain size distributions are common. My findings, that a 
high abundance of small grains will promote creep could mean that some currently locked 
systems will transition towards creep as more of the fault rock becomes fine grained. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Displacement, velocity, and force are measured during shear experiments of granular 
systems. The shear apparatus allows elastic loading of the system so that both stable sliding and 
unstable stick and slip motion are possible based on the dynamic frictional behavior of the 
granular body. Grains of three sizes were used, and experiments were run on systems with one 
grain size and mixed grain sizes. The suggested mechanism for slip events in granular systems is 
local dilation that briefly weakens the system, allowing it to slip. The data indicate that below a 
grain size limit, possibly 1/10 the shear zone width, increasing grain size corresponds to a 
stronger stick-slip signal as larger grains have more frictional strength when compacted and 
dilate more at the onset of slip. Grains that are larger than 1/10 of the shear zone width will be 
inhibited from dilating, resulting in muted slip events. In mixed grain size experiments the 
proportion of grains of each size seems to control the bulk behavior meaning that not only the 
range of grain sizes but also the relative proportion controls slip behavior. These results 
contribute to a large body of work that investigates how the characteristics of a granular media 
contribute to its deformation style. As research into fault zone composition and granular 
mechanics develop we can begin to understand how fault zones and thereby earthquake hazards 
will evolve with time. Fault zones may become less likely to produce earthquakes over time, as 
fault rock evolves towards smaller grains. 
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 
 
 
 
 
Figure A1: Experiments run with no grains on the table. The experiment run during the period 
that mixed grain tests were run (Table20) experienced a higher dynamic friction of the shear 
apparatus, than the experiment run during the time that uniform grain size tests were run (Table 
22). 
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Figure A2 Filtered velocity curves for all experiments used for statistics of uniform small grains 
(A) at 10.0% void space, medium grains (B) at 11.8% void space, and large grains (C) at 13.0% 
void space. Slip events identified by a Matlab script and used for box and scatter plot (Figure 15 
A & B) are shown with black circles.   
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Figure A3: Filtered velocity curves for all experiments used for statistics of small and medium 
combined tests. Experiments were run 9.75% void space. Slip events identified by a Matlab 
script and used for box and scatter plot (Figure 17 A & B) are shown with black circles.   
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Figure A4: Filtered velocity curves for all experiments used for statistics of medium and large 
combined tests. Experiments were run 11.8% void space. Slip events identified by a Matlab 
script and used for box and scatter plot (Figure 15 A & B) are shown with black circles.   
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Figure A5: Color map of u component of velocity with vectors plotted in black. A) Movement of 
grains in one second immediately preceding a slip event, B) Movement of grains during the slip 
event.  
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Figure A6: Color map of v component of velocity with vectors plotted in black. A) Movement of 
grains in one second immediately preceding a slip event, and B) Movement of grains during the 
slip event. Note that the color bar shows 10x higher sensitivity than for the u component. The 
pattern of right side moving down and left side moving up is due to boundary effects from the 
constant volume shear apparatus. 
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Figure A7: Plots of force vs. displacement used to calculate the spring constant of the spring 
used for all experiments. Spring constant is calculated using Hooke’s law, F = kd. 
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